
RECTANGULAR FOLDING
TABLE - LIFETIME 
122 x 76 cm | 4 people

Réf. 80568

 

DIMENSIONS AND LOGISTICS  

Unfolded dimensions (L x l x h) 122 x 76 x 74 cm

Folded dimensions (L x l x h) 122 x 76 x 6 cm

Net weight 11.350 kg

Type of packing 1 pc.

Package 134.5 x 77.5 x 7 cm

Weight package 12.350 kg

Quantity by palette 25

Container capacity 20' 425

40' 885

40' HC 1020

 

 
 

• DESCRIPTION

- Lightweight folding table suitable for indoor and outdoor use
- Ideal for the home, office, restaurants, hotels, schools and many more

applications
- The beige top is stain resistant and easy to clean
- Broad leg stance creates superior stability
- Legs fold into recessed cavities beneath the table
- Weight limit 200kg
- Easy to handle and carry
- Simple to store
- Each table comes packed in a polybag
- The table has been tested and complies with EN 581-1 and EN 581-3

 

• TABLE TOP FINISH

- Blow molded virgin HDPE - High Density Polyethylene (almond)
- Unique UV treatment avoids colour fading and brittleness if exposed

for long periods to sunlight
- Table top thickness 6 cm

 

• LEGS AND FRAME FINISH

- Heavy gauge steel tubular legs are powder coated (bronze)resulting in
a tough weather resistant finish

- Steel tubes : 28mm Ø and 1,25mm thickness
- Double cross steel section between the legs reinforces the frame
- Rubber feet to prevent noise and scratching

 

FILAIRE AVEC DIMENSIONS

 

USES

Leisure camps
Hotels and restaurants
Councils / Schools

ACCESSORIES

Table cart
Réf CHTAB

 

LNP designs and distributes folding and stackable furniture and equipment made of
metal, wood, polypropylene or HDPE which are perfect for banquets, receptions,

conferences and various gatherings. LNP deals with local authorities, hotels, catering
and rental companies as well as other professionals

 


